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Let P and Q be polynomials in C[X, , . . . , X,], 71 3 1, and let D be the differen- 
tial operator -i(a/ax, ,..., a/ax,) on C,“(R”). Let v be a given convex function 
on R”. We shall consider the inequality 
s R” I Q(WW 2 e2m(“)dx < C, O ’ s R” j P(D)f(x)j2 ezmce)dx,fE C,,m(R") (1) 
In [4] F. Treves showed that (1) holds for v(x) = t12xr2 $- ... + tn2xn2, ti > 0 
andQ = D”P with Cp,Dap = CP,DaP(tl,..., tn) satisfying supo~s CP,DaP(tl,..., t,) N 
Ct,2 ... tn2 and that this is the best possible. Using this L. Hijrmander obtained 
in [2] a necessary and sufficient condition for inequality (1) restricted tofE Csm(J2) 
where J2 is a bounded open set in R” and y(x) = T@(X), 7 > 1, where @ E C”(a) 
and is uniformly convex. The inequality (1) was also considered by F. T&es 
in [5] Chapter 2. When p)(x) = 1 x I2 he g’ Ives the necessary and sufficient 
condition on P and Q such that (1) holds. He also shows that (1) holds with 
C,,, independent of 7 when Q = T~~I/~D~P and v(x) = $1 + 1 x 12)S 7 3 7s) 
7s large, s > 1. 
The purpose of this paper is to find the necessary and sufficient condition 
on P, Q E C[X, ,..., X,] such that (1) holds for some constant C,,o , when g, 
is a general convex function on R n. However, we have to make some assumption 
on the convex conjugate function of ~JI’, which give us some restrictions on v. In 
particular, we give the necessary and sufficient condition on P and Q when 
p(x) = / x / log(1 + ) x I); V(X) = j x IV, 1 < p < co; V(X) = (1 - / x 1))” for 
I x ( < 1, + cc otherwise, 0 < p < co; and v(x) = -p log(1 - j x I) for 
I x 1 < 1, +co otherwise, 0 <p < co. 
In the final remark we also consider inequality (1) restricted to some open 
set Q and also some cases when v depends on a parameter T. 
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I. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (. , .) be defined by (z, a’) = XI=, qa; for z, x’ E C”. Let P, 
Q E CIXl ,..., X,] of degree <m. We shall use C and c for constant >0, which 
differ from place to place. If not otherwise stated C and c depends only on n, m 
and q~. We write a N b if ca < b < Ca, a, b > 0. 
Let p be a lower semicontinuous, convex function from R” to (--CO, +a]. 
We shall give some restriction on v in next section. 
The convex conjugate function v* of 9 is defined by 
F’*(Y) = wcx> Y> - 944, yeRn 
q~* is a convex, lower semicontinuous function from R” to (-co, + co]. 
Furthermore, 
944 = sup+> Y> - V*(Y), y~R~l (2) 
BER” 
(For references see for instance R. T. Rockafeller [3] Chapter 9-12). 
2. ASSUMPTION ON QI* 
Let r, = {v*(Y) < oz}. We assume there are constants Kr , K, , KS , 
Kl > K, > n log KS > 0, and a compact set r C int I’, such that for each 
7 E I’,\r we can find a vector a(y) E R” and an Euclidean norm 1 . /,, such that 
(1) I V*(Y) - v*bd - (a(d,y - ?)I G 4 Y 6 Wl) 
(11) V*(Y) - V*(T) - (+I),Y - 7) 3 K2 Y E R”\&,(l) 
(III) /Q,~<K,/4,~~R” whenever B,( 1) n B,(l) # @ 
for 7, 7’ E r,\r, where B,(t) = {y E R”, I y - q I,, < t}, t > 0. The norm / . 1,) 
is given by 
I lZ I,” = C bij(?l) khj for 12 EC” 
ii 
where (b,(7)} is a symmetric positive definite matrix. We shall write B,( 1) = B, . 
Remark 1. When 1 I,, is continuous in 7 it is enough to have K, > (n/2) log KS. 
Remark 2. Assume v* is C2 in r,r for a compact set r C int r, and that 
matrices {(a”/& axi) P*(T)}, 7 E r,\r, are invertible and vary slowly with 7. 
More precisely say 
(3) 
5Q5/31/2-8 
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for y, T E r,\r with Cij (3/&vtaj) v*(v)(yi - ~)(y~ - Q) < 8n. (11 . I/ is the 
operator norm and Id is the identity matrix). 
If we set 
thenv* satisfies (I), (II)and(III)f or some constants Kr > Ks > (n/2) log Ks < 0. 
Remark 3. Assume 9 is C2 in rz\P, where rz = {y(x) < +CQ} and P 
is a compact set in the interior of rz . Assume also that the matrices 
(a/ax< axj) q(x)}x E rz\r are invertible and that 
for all y, x E rz\,r* with Cij (@/axi axj) ~(x)(y~ - x,)(yj - xj) < 32~~. Then 
(3) holds with r = grad p(r*). Hence, if we set 
(6) 
when q = grad q(x), x E rz\I’*, then v* satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) for some 
constants K1 > K, > (n/2) log KS 3 0. 
3. MAIN RESULT 
Let IJJ be a convex lower semicontinuous function from R” to (-co, + co] 
such that its conjugate y* satisfies (I), (II) and (III) with KI > K, > n log KS 20, 
with a compact r and with {a(y)} and {ZQ(TJ)}, 7 E r,\lT 
For 5 E C!“, Im 5 E T,\r we define the sets B,(t), t > 0 by 
B,(t) = (ZECQ, ( z - 5 /.w c < t}. 
We write Br(l) = B, . 
Our main result is 
THEOREM 1. Let r, be a compact set in r, such that r C Int r, . For th two 
polynomials P and Q in C[X, ,..., X,] the following properties are equivalent 
(a) inequality (1) holds for some constant C,,o > 0. 
(b) I Q(5)\ < Ck,, sup,+ I P(Z)\, Im 5 E r,\r, for some constants Cl,,, > 0. 
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In the implications between (a) and (b) in Theorem 1 we can make C,,o/Ch,, 
bounded above and below with constants depending only on n, m, y and r, 
where m is an integer such that deg P ,< m, deg Q < m. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We shall use the complex Fourier transform 3 defined for all f E Com(Rn) 
and all 5 EC” by 
j(C) = jRlf(~)e-i(r.c) dx 
By Parsevals formula we have 
s 
/f(x)/” e2(x,n) dx = (27~)~‘~ 
s I f(E + i7)l” dt (7) IF R” 
for all r] E R’“, f~ Com(Rn). 
Suppose we can find two positive measures dpl and dpa on R” such that 
1 
- e2d2) < 
C s 
t~‘(n,~) dpk(T) < Ce2m(x) (8) 
Rfi 
for k = 1, 2. Then by integrating (7) over dp,(T) we get 
s If(x)/” e2a@) dx - SJ’ If(f + W dt 447) It” R"xRn 
for f~ C,,“(R”), k = 1, 2. Hence inequality (1) will yield for some constant 
C” p,o > 0 if and only if there is a constant C,,, > 0 such that 
jcn I QM3(5)!" dt 447) G 6.0 j I WJf(5)l” dt 447) (9) 
C” 
for allf~ C,“(R”), h w ere we have integrated 5 = 6 + i7 over C”. Furthermore 
C P.0 - Ci,, with - independent of P and Q. 
The outline for the rest of the proof will be, first to find the measures dp, and 
d,uz satisfying (S), and then to show that (9) with these measures holds if and 
only if P and Q satisfy (6). 
5. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MEASURES dp, AND dp,. 
Let # be a function on r,\r defined by (cI(7) = 1 B,, I, 7 E r,\lT 
dam = C&W~ij(rlW1 = G I SC I for Im 5 = 7 Er,\lY (‘0) 
Let r, be a compact convex set in I’, containing all sets B,, , 17 E I’,\r with 
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B, n r,-, # or, k = 2, 3,4. We use the notation xE for the characteristic 
function of a set E. 
We shall show 
LEMMA 1. The measures dpk , k = I,2 dejined by 
447) = xr,\r,(77)[1cI(~)l-‘e-‘~*(~) 4 
satisfy (8). 
Proof of Lemma 1. The proof is based on the identity (2). Proof of left 
inequality of (8). Fix x E R” and let A be a real number such that (x, 7a) - 
~*(7,,) > A for fome 7” E R”. We observe that 7” E r, . Let this 7o be fixed. 
If 70 6 r, we write 
.r e2<2,d dpk(7) = e2((2,~o)-m*(no)) F e2(c*(~o)-m*(n))e2<e,n-n,)[~(~)]-l d7 rln - r,\r, 
By compactness argument we have / ~~(7~) - v*(7)] < C, #(7) > C > 0 for 
7 E r,\r3 . Since I(7 E r,\r, , (x, 7 - 7”) 3 O)( 2 C > 0 we get 
s e2(m,m) d&7) > Ce2A c>o (11) R” 
If 7o E rm\r3 we write 
= e2~~x,n”~-m*~y4) 
s 
e2(m’(n,)-m*(n)+(a(~,),n-n,))e2(2-a(n,).~-n ) 0 MW d7 rCO\r, 
Now Bno Cr,\r, and lb E K. ; (x - a(rlo), 7 - Q,) 3 011 3 t I Bno I. Fur- 
thermore #(7) > K;i / B,. I for 7 E Bno by (III). Using (I) we now also get (11). 
By (2) A can be an arbitrary number less than p(x). Hence (11) gives 
(also if q(x) = +a~). 
For the proof of the right inequality of (8) we shall use the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let Q E r, and x0 E R”. 
(0 tf rlo E r2 ad 
v”(7) - v*(73 - <xo 9 71 - 70) > --%P for 7 E R” 
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cpX(rl) - p?*(?“) - (X” 1 77 - 70) > t-c for 17 44, for T E B,,, 
thm 
for 7] E r,\r, . 
We shall assume Lemma 2 for a moment 
Proof of the right inequality of (8). F ix x0 E R”. We may assume that v(xo) < CO. 
By (2) there is an q. E R” such that (x0, qo) - v**(rlo) > P(X) - SK2 3 
(x0 ,y) - P*(T) - j$I& for all q E R 12. Hence x0 and v. fulfill the condition in 
Lemma 2 and using that lemma we get 
(i) if rlo E r, 
c e2%.n> dpk(v) 
‘R” 
(ii) and if 7O E r,\r, 
To complete the proof of Lemma 1 it remains to prove Lemma 2. 
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Proof of Lemma 2. By (III) and compactness argument there is a constant 
C > 0 such that 
for each 7 E I’a\r, . We define Y = 1 on r for convenience. 
Fix 7 E r, and x0 E R”. By translation, adding a constant and a linear term 
to r,~ we may assume that 7,, = x,, = (p*(7,J = 0 and if 7,, E &\I’, we may also, 
by making a coordinate transformation, assume that B,,, is the unit ball. It is 
enough to show the desired estimate for 7 on an arbitrary ray S from 70 . We 
identify S with R+. Thus we have to show that 
v*(7) + 4 1% ?47) > Cl I 7 I - c, 9 7 E s n cm. (13) 
It is possible to find an increasing sequence (~j)~}& with 7K E S n (rm\I’,) such 
that the intervals {lk}zzl defined by 1% = S n BV, have the following properties 
(i) Ik n IkPl # o for all K > 1 except for at most one K = K,, for which 
Ik,nr, j; 0, Ikodrl # a. 
(ii) {12k-l}m are disjoint and {I,,J are disjoint. 
(iii) S n (r,\r,) C Uklk. 
We leave the selection of the sequence {7k} to the readers. By (III), (12) and the 
property (i) it follows that #(7) > CKckn for 7 E Ik and that 0 < 7K < CL 
with CL independent of 7,, . Let ah- = (a(yJ, e) where e is the unit vector on S. 
By (II) we have 
v*(7) - ~*(74 - ad7 - 74 3 K2 for 7 E S\I,, . (14) 
Combining (14) f or d ff i erent R will easily conclude that {%lc) is an increasing 
sequence and that ~*(7~) > a,(qzk - 7J + (k - 2)K, + p*(qJ, k 3 2. By the 
conditions in the lemma y*(7*) > --K,/2 and since 0 $ I, (14) gives a4 > 
(K, + q~*(7~))/7~ 3 C > 0. Using (14) again with 7 E 12k+2 u 12k+3 , k > 2 we 
get 
v*(7) b Cl7 + ; K2 - G for 761, k>,6 
By the condition in the lemma y*(7) > -C, 7 E Ik , k < 6. We conclude that 
v”(7) + ; log $+j> 3 c,rl - c, + ; K, - ; n log Kt for 7 E S n (r,\r) 
which gives (13) since K, > n log K3 . 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2 and also the proof of Lemma 1. 
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Remark. If j . j,, varies continuously with 71 we can construct the sequence 
{ok} in the proof of Lemma 3 such that Ik and I,+i only have one common point. 
Then (14) holds with 2k replaced by k and we get Lemma 2 under the assumption 
K, > $?zlogK,. 
5. FINAL PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Let dpr , k = 1,2 be the measures on R” defined in Lemma 1. To complete 
the proof of Theorem 1 it remains to prove that inequality (9) holds if and only 
if P and Q satisfy (b). To do this we shall use the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 3. Let PEC[X~ ,..., X,] with deg P < m. Then there is a constant 
C n,,n depending only on m and n such that 
LEMMA 4. Let P E C(Xl ,..., X,) with deg P < m. Then there is a constant 
C n,,n 9 depending only on m and n such that 
for each 5 E C with Im 5 E I’,\r, each t > 0 and each holomorphic function F on 
&(2t). (dx is the volume measure on C?). 
Proof of Lemma 3. By a coordinate transformation we may assume that 
&,(t) = (1 x / ,< t}. Then the lemma follows directly from the equivalences 
t-272 
s 
, ,<t I W)I dz - y, I +)I - C I ~WW (15) z ay 
and (15) is an easy consequence of Cauchy’s integral formula. 
Proof of Lemma 4. By a coordinate transformation we may assume that 
B,,(t) = (1 z - z, 1 < t). First assume m = n = I. Let 0 < 6 < 1. We shall 
show that 
f  
lz--z ,<t I P(w)l IF( dz < c-6 f I f’C4 FWI dz (16) 
0 Iz-z,l<(l+B)t 
for 1 w - z, 1 < t. Set E = {r, inflz-+ I P(z)1 3 S/l0 1 P(w)l, 1 + S/5 < 
r -=zz 1 + S}. The I E I > St/5. By Cauchy’s integral formula ~upl~-~~l I F(z)1 < 
C/at h--z,+r I JWl d x f or r E E. Integrating over Y E E we easily get (16). 
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Next assume m > 1, 71 = 1. We write P(z) as a of m factors of degree 1 and 
use (16) on each factor to get for all / w - .a0 1 < t 
Finally assume m > 1, n = 1. We use (17) on each variable with the other 
variables fixed to get 
for all / w - z0 1 < t. This gives Lemma 4 if we choose S such that (1 + 6)mn < 2. 
Proof of (b) impZies (9). We use the notation x = x + iy, 5 = 5 + i7 with 
X,Y, t,rl~R”> and dx, dy, df, dq are volume measure on R” and dz, d< are 
volume measure on C”. Let y E r,,,\r, . Using (b), Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 
with the polynomial P2 and with F(z) = (f(,~))~ e-i2(a(n)*z- 6) we get 
I Q(li)f(t>l” < C sup I P(z)lz &mj,,,, If(~)e-i~a(~)~z-c~12 dz ZE&( &) z 
< C[t,b(7)]-2 jB, 1 P(z)j(Q2 e2<a(n),y-n) dz 
By (I) the measure e s(a(n),v-+ dy is dominated on 8, dy Ce2q*(n) ~/J(T) dpl(y). 
Hence 
I Q(5)f(5)12 < Ce2m*(n) P,Wl-’ /==c W4 &,I2 dcLh9 dx 
By integration over the measure d[ dp2(v) and changing the order of integration 
we get 
44 = s xs,GW(dl-” df dv 
C” 
Since I{t;, ZE B,)l < Q/J(Y)]” and #(7) > c+(y) for 8,3x by (III) we 
conclude that A(z) < C. Hence we get (9). 
Proof of (9) -+ (b). Let E > 0 and g E Com(R”) with support in {I x 1 < l } 
and with j(O) = 1. Fix &, E C” with 7,, = Im &, E r,\r, . Let Tn, be a linear 
operator on Cn such that / T,Jh)\,, = 1 h ( (tT,O is its transpose). 
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Set 
Then 
fJx) = [det b,,(~,)]-~‘~g(~T(x - a(~,,))ei’C~“’ 
Thus 
(18) 
and since / g(c)1 < c, e+l(l + j 5‘ I)-” for every N > 0 we also have 
I f,JOl G W + I 4 - to InoYN expC(-Il - rlo , 4d> + E I rl - 770 I,,1 
Using (16) and Lemma 4 with 
(19) 
F(z) = (fr(Z))2e-2i(a(n,).z-CB) 
we get 
,< C[#(~,)]-” lB, 1 Q(z)~~,(z)~~ e2(a(%),Y-no) dy dx 
0 
The measure e2(a(%),y-%> dy is dominated on PC, by Ce2q*W #(Q) dp2(y). By 
inequality (9) we get 
By (I) and (II) the condition in Lemma 2 is fulfilled for Q and x,, = a(~,). It 
follows that the measure dp2(y) is dominated by 
C~-2~*~3’~h)l-1 exp(Xy - rlo j +& - Cl I Y - no In0 + G) 4. 
From Lemma 3, (19) and (20) we now get 
If we let N > m + n and E < C, and change the coordinates in the last 
integral we see that it is bounded. Hence we get (b) for 71 E r,\I’a . 
To get (b) for 7 E ra\r, we use (III) and compactness argument to find a 
constant R > 1 such that for each 1 with 7 E r,\r, there is a c with 7’ E r,\r, 
505/3Ib-9 
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such that 5 E &,(li) and 8&K, + 1) C g,(R). Since R, C B&K, + 1) for 
z E 8,~ by condition (III) we use Lemma 3 to get 
I Q(l)1 < CR”” sup I Q(z)1 d CR” sup sup I P(w)1 
ZE& zd3.L wBs 
< C’R” SUP 1 P(w)] < C’R2” sup 1 P(z)j. 
weB‘42Ka+l) ZS&' 
Thus (b) hold for q E r,\F, . 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
6. APPLICATION TO SPHERICAL SYMMETRIC CONVEX FUNCTIONS y 
We assume that y(x) = p(J x I) where p is a convex increasing, lower semi- 
continuous function on [0, co). Then p*(x) = p*(l x I) where 
p*(Y) = sup@ - p(s)). 
s>o 
Let rk be the set (r 3 0, p*(r) < co>. Suppose p* is C2 in I’; n (Y > R} 
for some R E r: with first and second derivative p? resp. p$ and that for every r 
in rk n (Y > Rf. 
(i) ?j p?(r) < pT(r + s) < i p:(r) for 1 s ] < 3n1’“[p~(r)]-“” 
(ii) f p:(r) < pz(r + s) d 4 p*(r) for I s ) < 3nl’“[~f(r)]“” 
(iii) p:(r) >, 36nr2. 
Let 
(iv) r = {y E R”, ( y ) f R}. 
Let the norm I * (,, on C” be defined for q E I’,\r by 
(v) 1 h 1: = & [+p- $(I 7 I> + I @’ I2 PX 7 I)]7 h EC 
where h = h(l) + /z(s) with (h(l), 7) = 0, lat2) = c7 for some c EC. Let the 
vector a(~) be defined for r) E r,\r by 
(vi> 47) ,= PT(I 7 I) -j$-- 
We shall show 
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LEMMA 5. The convex function p*(q) = p*(j 77 1) satisfies (I), (II) and (III) 
with K2 > (n/2) log Ks if p* satisjies (i)-(iii) and F, / . jn and a(~) is de$ned us in 
(iv)-(vi). 
Proof of Lemma 5. By (i) and (ii) 36np$(r) < (#(Y))~ and by (iii) p?(y) 3 
36nr-l. Hence we get from (iv) that 1 h 1: > 9 / h j2/i 17 j2. Thus ( h j ,< 8 / 77 1 
whenever 7 + h E B,, . Since / h + 7 / - / /zff’ f 7 1 = / hr’ I’/(1 h + 77 I -t 
) hff’ + n 1) we get for 7 + h E B, the estimates 
(21) 
and by (v) 
G 3n I h I,” b:(I I It’ + 2Wd(l 77 W”” I h I,, 
< ; nl’“[pT(I 1 I)]-““. (22) 
Thus(i)and(ii)holdwithr= jqjandr+s= /T+hIwheneverq+hEB,. 
The mean value theorem gives together with (21) and (i) and (ii) 
4 -j-q- P:(I I I> < p*(l I + h I) - p*(l ‘I + h:’ I> < +$f 
1 1 h;’ I2 
and 
; I A,?’ I2 &I h I) < p:(l 7 + h,? I) - P,*(I rl I) - /?(I 71 I) (+- > h) 
< ; I k? I2 d(I 17 I). 
By summation and comparying with (v) we get 
n I h I: < P*(I 7 + h I) - P*(I rl I) - <4h h> G 4n I h I: 
for 7 + h E B,, . Thus (I) holds with K1 = 4n and since v* is convex (II) holds 
with K2 = n. 
It remains to prove that (III) hold with a constant KS < e2Wn = e2. Let 
‘I, 7’ E l’,\I’ such that B,, n B,,, # g . We write h = hr’ + hL2’ = h$’ + h$‘, 
h E R” with <hj,“, v’> = 0 h$’ = CT’, c E R*, and shall estimate I hi!’ I2 and 
/ h$’ I2 in terms of ) ha’ I2 and I hL2’ 12. We have 
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Hence 
and 
( h$) I2 < 2 1 h$’ (2 + 2 1 h;’ I2 j & - & /*. 
Let y E B, n B,,. Since 1 y j 3 8 ] h 1 we get by (v) 
and similarly , 
---6T I;? < 5n1’2 [I 7’ ) p,*(l 7’ I]-““. 
Since I 7’ I 2 3 I Y I 2 4 I 7 I and $(I 7’ I) 2 W(l y I) >, 3 p?(l7 I) by (i) we 
get 
Using (iii) and 36npr(r) < (~f(r))~ we get 
( h’$ 12 < 2 , jj(l) 12 + 2 * 152 
n 1 ?I ---jg- [I rl I P% 7 I)/PT(I 7 01 I P I2 
and 
/ @) l2 < 2 ( h(2) /2 + 2 * 152 
1 n -jg-- [I 7 I P3l 7 1)/fJ31 7 w’ I P I2 * 
Since 
and 
PX 7’ I> G % PX Y I> < 2 PX 7 I) 
!?(I 7’ O/l 7’ I < m Y Oil Y I G 2PTU 7 O/l 7 I 
we conclude from (v) that 
I h I,“, G 29 I h It, hERn. 
Hence (III) holds with K3 = 4% < e2 = e*Kp/n, This completes the proof 
of the lemma. 
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7. SOME SPECIAL CASES 
We shall in this section use Lemma 5 and Theorem 1 in the following cases 
of spherical symmetric weight functions. 
(4 d4 = I x I log(l + I x I) 
(ii) p;(x) = j x I0 l<p<co 
Let FY, - CO < s < 1 be sets of ordered pairs (P, Q) of polynomials P, 
Q E CIXl )..., X,] such that when s = --co 
I Q(Ol < CP,~,, 2 I DaP(5)I (1 + I Im 5 l)P+ 5 ECn, every N > 0 
a>0 
when-cc <s<& 
I Q(5)l < CP,Q z. I D”P(5)l (1 + I Im 5 W, 5 EC” 
, 
when $ < s < I 
for 5=~+irl~C~,5,?~R~(t~R) 
(a:isamultiindex(or,,...,a,),ja:I =ar+...+a,anda >Oforalll <i<nn). 
We shall show the following 
THEOREM 2. Let n > 1. Then inequality (1) holds if and only ;f (I’, Q) E FY , 
where 
(i) s=-wwhen~(x)=Ix/log(l+ixI) 
(ii) s==(p-2)/(2p-2)whenq3(x)=/x(D, I<p<cO 
(1 - 1 x I)-” for ( x / < 1 
(iii) s = (p + 2)/(2p + 2) when v(x) = 
I 
o<p<w 
-t w for 1x1 > 1 
(iv) s = 1 when v(x) = 
I 
-P lodl - I 2 I) for I x I < 1 
+a 
o < p ( co 
for lx/> 1 ’ . 
Proof of Theorem 2. We shall use Lemma 5 and Theorem 1. We get p?(r) 
by taking the inverse function of p,(r). 
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Proof of (i), (1) implies (P, Q) E 9a . Since P(Y) = Y log(1 + Y), p,(r) = 
log(1 + Y) + y/(1 + Y). From this we conclude that 
e’-1 < p:(y) < er-l+e-T+l - 1 and eT-1 < p,* < @-l+e-'+' (1 - e-r+1)-lm 
Now it is easy to verify that the condition (i)-(iii) in Lemma 5 are fulfilled 
for some R > 0. By Lemma 5 we can use Theorem 1 with 1 . (,, defined as in 
Lemma 5 (v). Hence 
cl j 7 /l/Z 
elni 1 * 1 < ( - In < Celnl/2 1 . 1 when I 7 ( > R (23) 
By Theorem 5 (1) implies that (Q(C)\ < C,,, sup,,~r I P(z)I, I 7 I > R and 
from (15) and (23) we get 
where 5 = 5 + iv, I Y I > R. Hence I Q(5)l d CP.~.~C4>o I ~W3I I 7 l-Nlal 
f = 5 + iq EC” with / 7 1 > R. To prove that (P, Qj E E, it remains to 
show that I Q(C)1 < CL,,,, IZ+o I DmP(5)l where 5 = 5 + i7 EC” I 7 I f R. 
By Lemma 3 we get 
Proof of (i), (P, Q) E % implies (1). tl = 1, (I’, Q) E E, implies that 
degQ < deg P. Thus /Q(c)\ Q C ( P(l,‘)( for / 5 ) > R for some R > 0. By 
Theorem 1 we conclude that inequality (1) holds. n > 1, (P, Q) E E, implies 
that Q = UP for some a E: C. (See Theorem 3 below.) Hence inequality (1) is 
trivial. 
Proof of (ii). p(r) = rp. Thus p,(r) = PYP--l, p?(r) = (~/p)l’(p-‘) and p;(r) = 
Cpy(2--g)W--l). Since the conditions (i)-(iii) in Lemma 5 are fulfilled for some 
R > 0, we can use Theorem 5 with ( . I,, , / 7 1 > R defined as in Lemma 5 (v). 
Hence 
c;, ) 7 1(2-P)l(2P-2) 1 . j < 1 . In < c, 1 7 /(2-PM2P-2) 1 . 1 for 1 * 1 > R 
and 
;;J 1 p(z)1 - 1 I D”P(5)l IT l(p-2”(2p-2)‘a’, I7 I > R 
a>0 
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by (15) (5 = I + iv). F rom Theorem 1 we get that the inequality (1) is equivalent 
to 
for 5 = f + ir j 7 / > R. Using the same argument as in the proof of (i) for 
j 7 / < R we conclude that this is equivalent to (P, Q) E q$. 
Proof of (iii) with p > 0. p(r) = (1 - r)-” for 0 < Y < 1, + co otherwise, 
p,(r) = p(1 - r)-(P+r), 0 < r < 1. Thus p?(r) = 1 - (r/p)-J/(pi-l) and p%(r) = 
cD,,-cP+2)lh7+1) 
The conditions (i)-(iii) in Lemma 5 are fulfilled for some R > 0. With 
1 . I,, , / 7 1 > R defined as in Lemma 5 we get 
(-y[l ? j-l/% ( /p / + / rl I-(P+-2)/(2P+2) 1 j42) I] 
< j h In < C,[( 7j (-1’2 j hJ)l’ ( + 1 ?J [-(p+2)‘(2p+2) ( h?’ I] 
for h = h;r’ + hr’ E Cn with (hr’, 7) = 0 and hr’ = a~ for some a EC. Using 
(15) first on the complex line {f + a~, a E C} and then in 0 we get for 5 = 
f + 4, I Y I > R. 
From Theorem 1 we get that the inequality (1) holds if and only if 
for I 7 ] > R. Using the same argument as in the proof of (i) for I 71 / < R we 
conclude that this is equivalent to (P, Q) E Ss . 
Proof of (iii) and (iv) with p = 0. It was shown by Hijrmander (see [l], 
Chapter 2) that inequality (1) is equivalent to 
I Q(t)1 < CP.Q c I DW)l, teRn- (24) 
a>0 
This can also be shown by setting d&y) the uniform measure in the unit ball 
and making similar estimates as in the proof of Theorem 1. We shall show that 
(24) is equivalent to (P, Q) E %r . It is obvious that (P, Q) E Pr implies (24). 
Assuming (24) we get by (15) j Q(t)1 < C,,o sup~,-~~<~ 1 P(.z)l, 4 E R”. Fix 
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5 + iq E C”. Consider the polynomialQ,(w) = Q(E + wq), w E C. It has at most 
m zeros wi . Hence we can find a point WI, -1 <w’<lsuchthat/w’-wwjl> 
1 i - wi 1/(4m) for all zeros wi . Thus 1 Q0(w’)j >, CmQO(i) and we get 
I Q(t + idl d Cm I Q(S + w’dl G CP.Q ,z-r~n,nl<l I W4l 
Thus (P, Q) E Sr . 
Proof of (iv) with p >, lOOn. p(v) = -p log(1 - r), 0 < r < 1, + co 
otherwise, p,(r) = p/(1 - r), 0 < r < 1. Thus P?(Y) = 1 - (p/r) Y > p, and 
p:(r) = pr-2, Y > p. The conditions (i)-( iii are fulfilled for some R > 0. With ) 
/ . /,, defined as in Lemma 5 (v) we have for ( 7 / > R 
C’[l 7 p2 I p I + I 7 1-l I Jp II < I h In < q 7 F2 I @I + I rl 1-l I ~,(2’11 
for h = 13:) + h?’ EC* with (ha’, r) = 0, hr’ = ~7 for some a EC. 
From (15) we now get in the same way as in the proof of (iii) 
- C 1 D$AkP (5 + it &)I,=,,, 17 liaii2+li7 (5 = 5 + i). 
U>O 
k>O 
From Theorem 1 we get that inequality (1) holds if and only if 
I Q(E + idI < CP,B c / DraDtkf’ (f + it -f$)l,;,,, I rl lial’2+k 
a>0 
k>O 
for / 7 / > R. Using the same argument as in the Proof of (i) for I 71 1 < R we 
conclude that this is equivalent to (P, Q) E PI . 
Proof of (iv) with 0 < p < lOOn. Assume that (1) holds. Then 
i ,s,<l,a I QP)fW" dx G C 1, ,<1,2 I W)fW dx for all f E Com(W ,ZI 
with support in (1 x / < g}. This is only a dilatation of the case (iv) with p = 0. 
Hence (P, Q) E 9r . On the other hand assume (P, Q) E 4 , Then 
~,z,<11Q(D)f(42(~ - ~j-100ndx~Cj,~,C~IP(D)f(x),2(1 -yj-lWRdx (25) 
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for jE C,,= with support in (1 x 1 < 11, 1 < t < 2. Since 
I( 2 1 - +,-'"" (t - ])lOOa-1-D & -(I - [ x 1)-P, 1x1 <I 
1 
we get 
by multiplication of (25) by (t - 1)1@J12-1pfl and integration over t, 1 < t < 2. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
We shall now consider the sets p8 -co < s < 1. When n = 1 (P, Q) E F8 
if and only if deg Q < deg P, - co < s < 1. Thus they are identical for all s. 
When b > 1, 9-,fc9sJFs,gfll for -co <s <s’< 1. Furthermore if r 
is a rational number, - co < r < 1, we can find polynomials P, , QT such that 
(P,,Q~)~~~,~~s~l,but(P,,Q~)~~~,s<~.Forexample,letjbethe 
least positive integer strictly larger than (1 - r)/2 and let I, 1’ be positive integers 
such that l’jl = 2j + Y - 1 and set Pr(c) = (x.i ty)l and Q,.(t) = {l’. 
We have mentioned above in the proof of Theorem 2 that if n > 1 and 
(P, Q) E 9m then Q = UP for some a E C. In fact we have 
THEOREMS. Letn>1.1f(P,Q)E9rqu.ddegP<1-ssthenQ=aP 
jorsomeaECl, -co <s ,< 1. 
Proof of Theorem. (P, Q) E E implies that degQ < deg P. Thus the 
theorem is obvious when deg P = 0, so we may assume deg P = m > 1. 
After a suitable change of coordiantes P can be written as 
zlnb + P&(Z2 )..., “n&y’ + .** + PO& ,..., d 
= (x1 - v1(z2 )...) x,)) *a. (zl - T&&z2 ,..., 2,)) 
where vi(x2 ,..., z,), 1 < i < n are locally analytic functions outside a set of 
singularities and branch points. Since (P, Q) E KY we have 
IOh + iy)l < CP,Q I P(x + iy)l + G,Q f (1 + Iy /)q X + ;r V--k + 1) 
I;=1 
,< CP,B I P(x + &)I + &.,(I + IY I)“(1 x + iy I + 1p-l 
Hence /Q(x+i)l <C,~~+iyI~+~-~forlarge /x+iyl with IyI >~ixl 
when P(x + iy) = 0. Choose an arbitrary complex line w in the (z2 ,..., z,)- 
space. We have 
Wl 9 4 = fi (3 - %(W)) 
i=l 
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where vi(w) are locally analytic functions and the set of singularities and branch 
points is descrete. 
We shall show that Q(ni(w)) = 0 for all i and w. Assume that for some point w,, 
outside the set of branch points and singularities some difference Q(w,(w)) - 
Q(q(w)) does not vanish in a neighborhood of wO. Consider the function 
where we only have taken the product of such terms which are not identically 
zero in a neighborhood of w. 
QO(w) is a well defined analytic function outside the set of singularities and 
since Q. is bounded on bounded sets it extends to an entire function. Since Q0 
does not grow faster than a polynom it is a polynom and since Q,,(w) go to zero 
as w go to infinity in almost all directions we conclude that Q,,(w) z 0. This is a 
contradiction to the assumption that some difference Q(q(w)) - Q(oj(w)) does 
not vanish in a neighborhood of some point ws . Hence Q(q(w)) is a well defined 
analytic function of w outside the discrete set of singularities and branch points 
and it is independent of i. Since Q(q( w )) is b ounded on bounded sets it extends 
to an entire function which does not grow faster than polynomials and since 
it goes to zero when w goes to infinity in almost all directions we conclude that 
Q(q(w)) = 0. 
Since we have chosen an arbitrary complex line in CF1 we conclude that 
{P(z) = 0} C{&(z) = O}. We write 
P = fi (PJ”i kj > 1 
j=l 
where Pj are irreducible’ polynomials. It follows that 
Q = 81 fi (Pj)“’ lj >, 1 
j=l 
where the polynomial Q1 does not vanish identically on {Pi(,) = 0} for any j. 
(P, Q) E f18 implies that deg Q Q deg P. Thus we get Q = aP if we can show 
that lj 2 k, for every j. When deg P = 1 it is obvious. When deg P > 1 we 
assume that I,, < kjo and show that this leads to a contradiction. Let DEePjo be 
a derivative of Pjo of lowest order with the property that it does not vanish 
identically on the set {Pi,(z) = O}. Then DmP vanish identically on this set for a! 
with ( 011 < kjo ( OL,, (. We observe that s < - 1 and that (P, Q) E gs implies that 
I Q(5 + %I < CP,, SU~;,-~~++,)~~I,,I~ 1 P(x)\ when 17 1 is large. Thus we have 
for large 1 7 1 
sup I QWI G CP,B sup I +)I 
jz-(E+in)l<I~~~ lz-(E+im)l<3ln/8 
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From (15) we conclude that 
.fa I Yf + i7)l I7 I’e’s < CP.0 m; I DWf + i7)l I7 la’* 
/ 
for large I 7 /. When 5 + i7 E {P?,(z) = 0} and 1 7 / is large we get 
I(~“lo)zjo Q(f + idI < CP,Q 1 1 D=P(f + i7)1 1 7 Is(‘a’-zjO’ao’) 
lalx+lo 
< CP,@ I7 Is I E + i7 v--l 
Since s + m - 1 < 0 (Dao)zjO Q(k + i7) goes to zero as 4 + i7 goes to infinity 
with~+i7E{Pj0(x)=0}and171>EIfI,~>0. 
Hence we have the same situation as before with Q replaced by (Do)~GQ and 
P replaced by Pj, . The same argument as we used in the beginning of the proof 
shows that (D%)‘jOQ vanishes identically on {Pj,(z) = 0} which gives a contradic- 
tion. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
We shall end this section by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. (i) If P is elliptic with deg P = m then (P, Q) E F8for allpolyno- 
mials Q with deg Q < ms, 0 ,< s < 1. 
(ii) If P is elliptic with real coejicients and deg P = 2m then (P, Q) E FS 
for all polynomials Q with deg Q ,( m( 1 + s), - 1 < s < 1. 
Proof. Let 5 = f + ;7 EC and set Pi(x) = P(f + w7), w EC. It is enough 
to show that 
sup I P,(w)l 2 CP I 5 lrnS (resp. > Cp I 5 Imo+s)) (26) 
Iw-i’<[np 
for 1 5 I large. Since P is elliptic 1 P(c)1 > C, I 5 jm (resp. >C, 1 5 12”) when / 5 I 
is large and I 7 1 < E 1 8 I or I 4 ) & E 17 / if E > 0 is small enough. Thus it is 
enough to show (26) when E 1 .$ / < I 7 I < j 6 l/e and / f I is large. P&w) has 
at most m zeros wi with Im wj > 0, so we can find a point w’, I w’ - i I < I 7 Is--l 
such that /wj--w’l >C/71s-11wjI/ m f or all zeros wj with Im wi > 0. 
Ifw,isazeroofPr(w)withImq<OwehaveI~~-w’l>CIwj[. We 
conclude that I Pdw’)l 2 Gn I 7 I m(s-l) P‘(0) = c, 17 jp-1) 1 P(f)1 3 
c, 1 7 p-1) ) 5 Im (resp. >Cp 17 lm(s-l) I f Izm) when / 5 I is large. Since 
clfl <I71 <Ifl/~wegetW)- 
This complete the proof of Theorem 4. 
8. APPLICATIONS TO DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Let L,2 be the space of all functions f on {x E R”; y(x) < co} with norm 
iS > 
l/2 
llflL,* = IfWl 2 e2atx) dx < 03 
Itn 
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and L2_, the space of all function g on (x E R”, 9;(x) < co> with norm 
llgllr,2 = (1 
R" 1 g(x)12 e-2m(z) dx)li2 < co 
La2 and Ly, are dual spaces with (f, g) = (~n~j(x)g(x) dx, f ELcp2, g EL:, . 
The following yields for the polynomials P, Q E C[X, ,..., X,]: 
Inequality (1) holds if and only if for each g E Ly, there is a v E Ly, with 
II 7.J /IL2_v < Cp,, II g 11~:~ such that 
P(-D)v = Q(--D)g (27) 
in distributional sense. 
For a detailed discussion about this we refer to F. Treves [5] Chapter 2. Let 
us here briefly sketch how to see this. 
If (1) holds Z(P(D) f) = (Q(D)f, g) for f E C,,“(R”) extends by Hahn Banach’s 
theorem to a linear functional on La2 with norm <CP,o I/ g /IL8 . Hence there is a 
v EL?, with 11 v jiL!V such that (Q(D)f, g) = (P(D)f, v) for%ery f E Coa(Rn). 
This gives (27). 
On the other hand (27) gives 
Thus (1) holds. 
9. FINAL REMARK 
1. It may be of interest to have the ratio C,.o/CL,, of constants in Theorem 1 
not dependent on p otherwise through the constants Kl , K, and K3 in the given 
assumptions on v*. When r = 0, this follows from our estimates in the proof 
of Theorem 1, if we let r, = r2 = r, = r, = ~3. In many cases it seems to 
be difficult to find any constants K2 and K3 such that both (II) and (II) are 
satisfied for all 7 E r, together with the condition K, > 12 log K, (n replaced 
by n/2 if the norms change continuously). However suppose we can find a 
convex set r,, C r, such that: (I) is satisfied for all 7 E r, with a constant K, , 
(II) is satisfied for 17 E r,\r, with the constant K2 and for 7 E r, with the 
constant Ki , and (III) is satisfied for 7,~ E r,\r, with the constant KS, for 
7,~ E I’,, with the constant Kj: and for 17 E r,\r,, , 7’ E r,, with the constant Ki . 
Further we assume that K2 < 71 log K3 and Ki < ?t log KA . If r, = 0, then 
GoIG,o is bounded above and below by constants only depending on m, n, 
Kl , K, , Ki , K3 , Kj , and Ki . This follows direct from the proof of Theorem 1 
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if we let r, = rs = r, = m and make a slight modification in the proof of 
Lemma 2. 
2. Theorem 1 can be stated in a restricted version. With restricted we mean 
that the inequality (1) is restricted to functions f in C,,X(Q) where Sz is an open 
set in R”. 
Assume that q~ is Cl and let Q* = grad p(Q) C r, . Assume that r C int Q*. 
Let Qf = lJV.R*jT B, and sZ$ be a convex set containing a?. It is sufficient if 
the conditions (I)-(III) hold for 77 E fi$\,r (T E Qn\Fr if Ka = 1). 
Let Q$ be the set of 7 E sZ* such that Bt does not intersect with the boundary 
of 8% and let r, be a compact set in int 52* with rC int r, . Then we have the 
following implications: If (1) holds for all f~ C0z(R71), then (b) holds for all 
5 E c” with Im 5 E Q,*\,I’, . 
If(b) holds for all 5 E C?” with Im &’ E Q*\r, then (I) holds for allfE C,,a(R). 
This can be shown with roughly the same proof as of Theorem 1. We have 
to cut off the measures dp, and dp, in suitable neighborhoods of Q* which are 
contained in .Qf. 
3. Ry the remarks above we have possibilities to get uniform estimates 
similar to (1) for a parameter family of convex function {v7}. We observe that if 
vT = ~9, 7 > I, p? convex then the convex conjugates are v:(x) = T~‘*(x/T). In 
the case when F is uniformly convex and C* on an open bounded set s2 we may 
define the norms 1 . 1:’ = &* j . /, with a small fixed E > 0 and ~‘~‘(7) = 
7 grad F*(T/T). The conditions (I)-(III) are the satisfied with Ki large enough, 
K2 small enough, independent of 7, and Ka = 1. From Theorem 1 we now get 
the same condition as obtained by Hiirmander in [2]. In th case P)~(x) = 
T( 1 + ! x i*)“i*, 1 < p < co, 7 > 0 the necessary and sufficient condition for (1) 
is 1 Q(l)1 < C~,,&, j DP(&‘)l (1 + (1 Im 5 //~))~~l(@)/(*p-*) THAI/*, 5 EC with 
cP.olcP,o bounded above and below by constant depending only on n, m and p. 
In the case v7(x) = ~(1 - / x 1*)-P, 0 < p < 00, T > 0 the necessary and 
sufficient condition for (1) is 
with Cp,olC~,o bounded above and below by constants depending only on n, m 
and p. 
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